
Patella Scores 2019 

The following Miniature Pinschers have been examined under the scheme from Jan 2019 

and their owners have given permission for the results to be published: 

DOGS NAME                          SCORE                           OWNER  

Adurus The Lion King                          0:0             King 

Bamtybo Blackjack for Pugshaw            0:0 Bagshaw 

Bamtybo Bonbon avec Yrieix                 0:0 Billington 

Bamtybo Rosy Apple                       0:0 Bagshaw 

Churchbank Almost an Angel 0:0 Harvel 

Churchbank Just an Angel for Ulani 0:0 Neasby 

Dimogen Don’t Cha Know 0:0 Gentle 

Fifi Z Klanu Lobuzow (Imp Pol) 0:0 Lengyelova 

Gillings Nora Red 1:0 Reeve 

Holleia Krazy Lady 0:0 Gervin 

Kaypin Dum Dum Diddle with Trenson  0:0 Harrison 

Kaypin Take a Chance on Me with Trenson 0:0 Harrison 

Keljantzi’s Zelda to Maynell 0:0 Scott 

Monarkle Fire N’Ice at Teffys 0:0 Twigg 

Raygen Yum Yum 0:0 Park 

Tubize Du Beke with Kirbsea 0:0 Kirby 

Tubize Liberty with Wolfberg 0:0 French 

    

This brings the total to over 190 MINIATURE PINSCHERS that have been screened and 
submitted for inclusion in the data base. 

The results so far are very encouraging, but we still need more dogs to be tested. At the 
moment, the results show that there are a lot of Min Pins out there who are doing well in 
the show ring who have healthy patella’s. The more we test with good scores, the less 
justification there is to breed with dogs with slipping patella’s or who have not been tested. 

It would be great if we could have all our breeding stock tested under the scheme – apart 
from the health aspects, it also helps to put a clear gap between responsible breeders and 
the puppy farmers.  

The test forms and a copy of the Putnam Test protocol information for the veterinary 
surgeon can be downloaded from the Miniature Pinscher Club website 
http://miniaturepinscher.co.uk at the ‘Breed Health’ tab. You will also find details of all 
dogs that have been tested PRIOR to 2019 under this heading. The download and 
submission of scores to be included on our data base is also available to non-members.  

We can also include other individuals who have been tested without this system providing 
the form/certificate is signed by a practising veterinary surgeon in the UK. 
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